Design for stained glass - The flaying of Sisamnes

Object: Design for stained glass

Place of origin: Bern (made)

Date: 1570 (made)

Artist/Maker: Stimmer, Tobias, born 1539 - died 1584 (artist)
Sybolt, Samuel (copyist)

Materials and Techniques: pen and ink

Museum number: 1385

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, level D, case CG, shelf 82

Descriptive line
Samuel Sybolt after Tobias Stimmer. Scene in a courthouse, with scenes from the story of Sisamnes. Swiss.

Physical description
Design for stained glass, scenes from the story of Cambyses and the corrupt judge Sisamnes, including his flaying and the placing of his skin over the judgement seat. Architectural setting.

Dimensions
Height: 16.4375 in, Width: 11.625 in

Museum number
1385

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O503264/the-flaying-of-sisamnes-design-for-stained-stimmer-tobias/